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devices. In the case of projector phones, it is expected that
the market will grow to 20 million units by 2015 [12].
Unlike traditional handsets, these devices offer a large
projected display, in addition to the existing display, that
can be viewed by more than one person at a time.

Projector phones, handheld game consoles and many other
mobile devices increasingly include more than one display,
and therefore present a new breed of mobile Multi-Display
Environments (MDEs) to users. Existing studies illustrate
the effects of visual separation between displays in MDEs
and suggest interaction techniques that mitigate these
effects. Currently, mobile devices with heterogeneous
displays such as projector phones are often designed
without reference to visual separation issues; therefore it is
critical to establish whether concerns and opportunities
raised in the existing MDE literature apply to the emerging
category of Mobile MDEs (MMDEs). This paper
investigates the effects of visual separation in the context of
MMDEs and contrasts these with fixed MDE results, and
explores design factors for Mobile MDEs. Our study uses a
novel eye-tracking methodology for measuring switches in
visual context between displays and identifies that MMDEs
offer increased design flexibility over traditional MDEs in
terms of visual separation. We discuss these results and
identify several design implications.

Such mobile multi-display environments operate by
providing visual information on different screens. Figure 1
illustrates two examples of projecting on the floor or the
wall to create a large screen real-estate. Often the larger
display allows sharing public information, while private
information can be kept on the device’s screen for the
owner’s eyes only, or to principally support input feedback.
Additionally, two physical displays on one mobile device
can afford more display real estate than a single-display
mobile-device. While MMDEs can be used in both, singleuser contexts (using multiple displays to partition tasks)
and multi-user contexts (e.g. for privacy setting), the design
space of MMDEs needs refinement for single-user contexts
before considering aspects of multi-user environments.

ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and
presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces.
General terms: Design, Experimentation, Human Factors.
Keywords: Mobile Multi-Display Environment, Mobile

Projection, Visual Separation, Handheld Devices, Eye
Tracking, Visual Search.
INTRODUCTION

Clamshell phones, handheld dual-display game consoles,
projector-enhanced tablet PCs and cameras are steadily
increasing the number and forms of multi-display mobile

Figure 1 – Design implications: In Mobile MultiDisplay environments, displays should ideally be
in the same field of view.

The existing MDE literature shows how such device
ecologies are affected by the unavoidable visual separation
effects caused by multiple displays [28, 29]. Simply
defined, visual separation is the division of information
across space in MDEs. Non-continuous presentation of
information can be inefficient to interact with, if it is not
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handled properly [5, 18]. Research in fixed multi-display
environments has shown that visual separation of content
can affect performance [13, 22]. Tan and Czerwinski [29]
found a significant detrimental effect when dividing
information across multiple displays at different depths for
the same separation angle. Likewise, Su and Bailey [28]
found that when positioning large displays through
workspaces, the relative depth between displays can affect
users’ performance.

et al. [21] present techniques using a network to link
multiple single displays in order to share co-located display
spaces. Cao et al. [6] present a multi-user interaction
technique that allows individual handheld projectors to
interact simultaneously. Finally, Siftables [24] provide a set
of tangible interactive objects, each equipped with a single
display that can be combined in order to manipulate data
and information. They support tangible interaction effects,
such as removing a physical item from a pile to delete
associated virtual data. In all the described cases, each
individual display can easily be moved and re-oriented
depending on the desired situation. The users can then
intuitively reduce visual separation effects.

On one hand, direct control over the projection space and
the closeness of the display on a mobile device could
mitigate the effects of visual separation on mobile MDEs.
However, on the other hand, mobile devices can create
conditions whereby their mobility accentuates static MDE
problems. For example, mobile projector phones have an
inherent depth differential between the phone’s screen and
the projection. Prior work in MDEs would suggest negative
visual separation effects due to this depth gap. With a lack
of understanding of how visual separation affects usability
and performance, it is hard to identify appropriate designs
and suitable interaction techniques or adapt these devices to
specific applications.

Mobile single-device-multi-display environments provide
more than one display on a single mobile device. This type
of environment has gained a lot of popularity with the
growth of embedded pico-projectors in existing devices
such as phones, cameras, camcorders and even tablet PCs.
Traditionally these displays have been fixed relative to one
another, such as with a mobile projector phone where the
projection lens is normally fixed at an orthogonal angle to
the mobile phone’s screen. Some devices, such as the
Nintendo DS™ present reconfigurable hardware
capabilities in between the two screens. Unfortunately,
these capabilities are not currently exploited by software
applications. Nonetheless, increasing numbers of singledevice-multi-display environments exploit a reconfigurable
multi-display layout, as the Codex [17] where two screens
are hinged and can be rearranged into different positions.
Despite the possibility of re-orienting these devices, many
single-device-multi-display environments do not allow the
user to rearrange displays in order to simultaneously
visualise information. This bears the question of whether
we can immediately transfer guidelines from research on
fixed multi-display contexts to mobile single-device-multidisplay environments.

Borrowing on principles derived from research in MDEs,
we map out factors that could negatively impact visual
separation in MMDEs. This motivated our user study
which includes an innovative eye-tracking methodology to
measure visual separation effects. Our principal
contributions are that: 1. Visual separation does not impair
the viability of MMDEs; 2. Displays should ideally be in
the same field of view (Figure 1); 3. Factors such as:
handling, portability and unsteadiness do not exacerbate
visual separation. 4. We present some implications of our
study on MMDE design.
TYPES OF MOBILE MULTI-DISPLAY ENVIRONMENTS

In this section we explore existing work in MMDEs.
MMDEs are either partially mobile (i.e. a mobile
component imported in a traditional MDE) or fully mobile
(i.e. a mobile device that supports more than one display).

FACTORS INTENSIFYING THE IMPACT OF VISUAL
SEPARATION

Having reviewed existing MMDEs, in this section we
review existing work on visual separation in MDEs and the
visual separation challenges for single-device-multi-display
mobile environments. Factors amplifying the effects of
visual separation have been studied for a range of multidisplay configurations including when displays are of
different sizes, when placed at different distances from the
user, if oriented at different relative angles and when
separated by surrounding bezels or frames.

Partially mobile MDEs include environments where a
mobile device is imported inside a traditional MDE, for
example Greenberg et al. [14] present an environment in
which a PDA is used in conjunction with shared public
displays. Since the mobile component can be flexibly
reoriented relative to the existing MDE, the visual
separation effects of this component in the overall
environment may be mitigated by the ability to easily
reorient the device. This could minimise visual separation
between displays and thus current research in fixed MDEs
is likely to hold in the partially mobile MDE case.

Size and Depth

Mandryk et al. [22] show that users are faster at interacting
between two identical and continuous monitors compared
to using a secondary monitor of smaller size placed with a
small gap to the primary screen. Pointer warping
techniques such as Mouse Ether [2] and frame memory
pointer [4] propose cursor movement techniques that can
help reduce the effects of visual separation across displays
of different sizes in heterogeneous MDEs.

There are many existing examples of fully mobile MDEs in
the literature, which can be divided into two categories,
multi-device-single-display and single-device-multi-display.
Mobile multi-device-single-display environments are
created when individual single-display mobile devices are
brought together to create a new MDE. For example Lyons
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Early literature in ergonomics [1] advises that documents
and screen be kept at the same distance from the user for
data-entry tasks that require rapid shifts between both
elements, to reduce costs in switching views. Recently, Tan
and Czerwinski [29] show a detrimental effect due to visual
separation when a screen and a projector are placed at
different depths within the same visual field. These
negative effects can be reduced with techniques such as the
Perspective Cursor [25], that remaps the ordinary mouse
cursor in a complex heterogeneous MDE depending on the
perspective of each user regardless of their position.

example of single-device-multi-display with 6 screens fitted
in a cubic arrangement. Held in the palm, it can be moved
to explore content on the 2 or 3 faces in front of the user
while other faces remain hidden at the back of the cube.
Bezels

In MDEs, Tan and Czerwinski [29] found no effects of
visual separation due to bezels and physical distance
between screens alone. Yang et al. [30] found minimal
visual separation effects between Lens-Mouse (a mouse
with screen on top) and the monitor. Task performance in
Yang et al.’s study [30] degraded in their dual-monitor
condition attributed to distance and not bezels. Contrarily,
Bi et al. [5] found that splitting symbols across two
displays with a bezel in the middle was detrimental in a
search task. Bi et al. [5] also found that interacting with
data was faster with no bezel compared to a tiled screen.
Forlines et al. [13] show that for an individual user; having
information split across multiple vertical screens is
detrimental in terms of reaction time to accomplish a visual
search task compared to a single vertical screen. Stitching
[18] is an interaction technique designed to reduce visual
separation effects by using a pen interface to draw
interaction lines across multiple displays.

In most single-device-multi-display mobile environments,
the screens used are set to have similar characteristics and
dimensions, and are often at the same distance from the
user (i.e. where the device is held). However, in projectorenhanced mobile devices, screens and projections vary in
size and distance depending on the proximity to the
projection surface. This is the case for mobile projector
phones, projector-cameras or camcorders and e-book
readers equipped with projectors. This category of devices
contains a small personal screen and a larger projection
area. Although absolute size and distance can be configured
by manipulating the device, relative size and distance
between displays are typically fixed and may cause visual
separation effects due to angular or focal displacement.

Chen et al. [9] present a dual-display e-book reader and
shows advantages of using multiple screens for reading.
For example, information can be separated on both screens
through the bezel for multi-document reading. Moreover,
the device supports interaction techniques that draw on real
books, such as moving one screen towards the other to
‘turn pages’. In addition, the screens can be detached and
reassembled for different modes of use. Devices with dual
screens separated by a bezel already exist, such as phones,
laptops or even game consoles as the dual-screen Nintendo
DSi™ or dual-touch-screen Toshiba Libretto® laptop.

Angular separation / Field of view (FOV)

Tan and Czerwinski [29] show greater visual separation
effects of depth when the data is separated by a 55° angle
(i.e. outside the useful FOV) compared to a 27° angle (i.e.
inside the useful FOV). Su and Bailey [28] studied visual
separation for multiple large displays and found negative
effects when the secondary screen is situated on the same
horizontal plane as the primary screen but at an angle of
70° relative to the user, at the periphery of their field of
view. Their study also showed a negative effect when the
second screen was completely behind the user (i.e. in a
completely separate FOV); however, they found no effect
when the secondary screen was oriented at an angle from
the first screen and were both at the same distance from the
user. Following their experiment, they presented a set of
guidelines on how to position two large displays relative to
each other: the displays should stay on the same horizontal
plane, at no more than a 45° subtended visual angle and
should not be placed behind a user; in other words both
displays should stay within the user’s FOV.

MMDEs vs. MDEs

In all the above designs, MMDEs have very different
characteristics to traditional MDEs. We have identified
inherent size and depth gaps which create potential angular
and focal separation in the case of projector-enhanced
mobile devices or individual displays placed in separate
fields of view such as clamshell phones. Previous research
in MDEs shows that multiple screens need to be placed
within the same useful FOV of the user to avoid negative
effects of visual separation [28] and also that specific
interaction techniques need to be applied if the size of the
displays differs. Yet, MMDE designs do not necessarily
follow these guidelines because the studies presume a fixed
position and orientation and no or limited control over
changing display placement during the task. It is therefore
essential to determine whether visual separation effects
previously demonstrated in fixed MDEs translate to
MMDEs. In the remainder of this paper, we explore the
design space for MMDEs and we determine if the negative
effects of visual separation in MMDEs can be reduced by
aligning displays within the same field of view.

Some single-device-multi-display environments are
designed with the displays in different fields of view. For
example, some clamshell phones are equipped with both an
internal and an external display, such as the Samsung
Alias™ 2. With this configuration, the screens are on
different sides of the phone (i.e. in a different FOV) and
cannot be used simultaneously. Codex [17] is a dual-screen
device that works with a hinge between the screens and
offers different functionalities for different rotational
‘postures’ of the screens, that can be in same or different
FOV depending on context. Z-Agon [23] is another
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DESIGN FACTORS FOR MOBILE MDES

separation effects can
configurations only.

There is a fixed number of ways to position displays
together in a single-device-multi-display mobile
environment. When such devices possess more than two
displays, these design considerations apply to each pair of
displays individually. The displays can either be separated
by: distance vertically (Figure 2a,b,c) or horizontally
(Figure 2d,e,f), an angle (Figure 2g,h,i), or any combination
of those conditions. The displays can be separated by any
distance d that will vary depending on the devices’ design:
from a few centimeters wide such as the size of a bezel or a
hinge (Figure 2 left column) up to a few meters wide in the
case of a projector enhanced device (Figure 2 middle and
right columns). When the displays are separated by an
angle α (Figure 2g,h,i), α can be of any value (0-360°)
along any axis in the cartesian space.

then

be

studied

for

fixed

In Figure 2, we present possible layouts of two displays:
two screens (left column), a screen and a projector (middle
column) and two projectors (right column).
In the two screens case, the screens are unlikely to be more
than a few centimetres apart in order for the device to be
handheld; the design is therefore similar to traditional
screens in MDEs separated by a bezel. The visual
separation effects are then likely to be similar to the effects
of bezels in MDEs. However, bezels do not affect visual
separation as long as information is not cut across the bezel
[5] and appropriate interaction techniques are implemented
[18]. We have therefore chosen not to explore visual
separation effects for this configuration.
In the case of a screen and a projector, the displays have
by default heterogeneous characteristics, such as different
sizes and resolutions and are moreover separated by depth.
The literature on MDEs shows that depth can be an
important factor when managing visual separation effects.
Moreover, the position of the projector lens on the device
itself will determine if both displays will be in the same
field of view or not. We believe that visual separation
effects will be at their strongest in this type of environment,
hence our decision to run the user study with a projector
enhanced mobile device.

When the displays are close to each other or at a small
angle from each other, they are in the same field of view.
However when d or α have high values, the displays are in
different fields of view. In fixed MDEs, displays tend to be
in the same field of view, which is not the case in current
mobile MDEs. In our user study, we will determine
whether placing the displays in different fields of view
increase visual separation effects.

The two projectors case is similar in characteristics to
traditional large displays MDEs, such as two projection
spaces that will display either on the same, on an
orthogonal or on opposite planes, characteristics that have
already been explored in the MDE literature. Yet, dualprojectors mobile devices present some interesting features
such as the ability to display at different depths depending
on the surrounding environment, as when displaying on an
uneven wall. Nonetheless, in most multi-projector cases,
the projections will either be separated in distance (depth),
in plane or in size of projection. We believe that those
issues are similar to the ones encountered by “a screen and
a projector” case and that any experimental results obtained
for the former configuration will apply to this category too.

Figure 2 - Possible layouts for two displays on a
mobile device for different types of displays: screenscreen (a,d,g); screen-projector (b,e,h) and
projector-projector (c,f,i). Displays can be separated
horizontally, (a,b,c), vertically (d,e,f), by an angle
across any plane (g,h,i) or any combination of the
above positions. In the screen-projector cases
(b,e,h), the displays are further separated by depth
due to the inherent properties of each display

STUDY

The purpose of this study is to identify the effects of visual
separation
on
single-device-multi-display
mobile
environment when the multiple displays are in the same
field of view and when they are not, as well as when the
device is fixed or mobile. We run the study using a
projector-enhanced mobile device since the embedded
displays are by design of different sizes and displaying at
different depths. We study the “a screen and a projector”
case over the “two-projector” case since this configuration
is more prominent in current devices. We expect that the
lack of physical connection between displays will generate
greater effects of visual separation.

Depending on the design of the device, the displays are
either relatively fixed: always at the same distance and
angle from each other or reconfigurable: the distance and
angle between the displays is context-dependent such as in
Codex [17]. Reconfigurable devices are especially
interesting since they can adapt to different contexts by
rearranging the displays with respect to one another.
Experimentally, reconfigurable displays can be simplified
to devices that offer a set of fixed configurations, visual

Our experimental setup includes the following aspects of
mobility: handling (participant can handle the device as
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they feel comfortable), portability (implies that the size and
distance of the projection will vary), unsteadiness (jitter is
not compensated as in a real-life scenario) but not actually
moving between rooms in order to allow comparison
between results in the fixed and the mobile settings.

measure visual search tasks [19]. The experimental room
was darkened to optimize the projector viewing conditions.

Task

The task chosen for this experiment is a visual search task.
Visual search is a typical task for analysing visual
separation [13]. Tan et al. [29] use different types of task
including text comparison as it is “representative of tasks in
which the user must cross reference and compare content
displayed in multiple locations” (p.4). Chen and Chien [8]
use a similar task when looking at effects on visual
performance on small screens. In our experiment, we chose
an image comparison over a text comparison task, since the
laser projector’s resolution could affect reading accuracy.

Figure 4 – Phone and projector used for the user
study fitted with the Floor setting mirror.

The independent variables were:
 Position of the projection relative to the phone’s screen:
in the same field of view (Floor), in different fields of
view separated by one angular plane (Front) or by two
angular planes (Side)
 Mobility: whether the device is fixed on a tripod or
handheld by the user: mobile setting.
Position

The projection spaces relative to the screen are described
on Figure 5: The Front projection corresponds to the
alignment of the phone and the projector. A mirror is
placed at the top of the projector lens and oriented at 60°
downwards for the Floor condition, as shown in Figure 4,
and 40° sideways for the Side condition. In order to reduce
the keystone effect introduced by the mirror, we projected
at a resolution smaller than the projector’s maximum one.

Figure 3 – a. Left: Example of pattern displayed on
the screen – b. Centre: Matching sparse version –
c. Right: 3x3 grid displayed on the projection.

The task chosen consisted of matching a pattern on the
screen (Figure 3a) with a sparse version of the same pattern
(Figure 3b) positioned inside a projected 3x3 grid of
competing matches (Figure 3c). This makes use of the
different display sizes, showing the initial pattern only and
a keypad on the small display and the 9-pattern grid on the
larger projected display. The sparse versions are randomly
created by deleting half of the items from the initial pattern
and replacing them with blank cases. The competing
patterns in the grid are other sparse versions of the initial
pattern for which 5 items are permuted in order to look
similar but not match the initial pattern.

Front

Side

In a pilot study with 4 participants we presented the
participants with two types of patterns: a matrix filled with
letters ‘P’ and ‘B’ and a matrix filled with coloured shapes:
circles and triangles. The letter-based task was very long to
perform and extremely tiring for the user while results
obtained were similar to the shape-based task. We then
decided to run the study with the shape-based task only.

Floor
Figure 5 - Example of task pattern and grid of
sparse patterns in the three positions in fixed
setting: Front, Floor and Side. For each trial, the
grid is only displayed in one setting only.

The participant would select a matching pattern on the
projection by pressing the corresponding number on the
numeric keypad on the screen below the initial pattern.
Depending on the answer, the participant could receive
positive audio-feedback and continue to the next trial or
receive negative audio-feedback and would have to repeat
the same trial until the correct matching pattern was found.

Mobility

In terms of mobility, the device was either set at a fixed
position on a tripod (fixed setting) or held by the user
(mobile setting).

Experimental design

In the fixed setting, the assembly phone-projector is placed
on top of a tripod and the participant had to stand on
footsteps marked by the tripod. The position of each
projection space (on the floor, front and side walls) was

For the study we used a Google Nexus One with touch
screen combined to a Microvision ShowWX laser picoprojector (Figure 4). The study makes use of a portable eye
tracker since these systems have already been used to
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predefined in order to set a constant position and aspect
ratio of the projection for all participants. We ensured that
all three projection spaces were the same distance from the
device (110cm) and would therefore always have the same
size (middle of the projected grid fixed at 60cm wide).

In summary the experimental design was: 12 participants x
2 mobility factors x 3 positions x 8 trials = 576 data points.
Measures

 Number of context switches between the screen and the
projected display. Previous studies on visual separation
do not measure the number of context switches. However
the problems induced by context switches are quantified
in mobile projector-phone studies [16] as well as in some
MDE studies [3, 11]. This is measured by the portable
eye tracker. The number of context switches is computed
by the eye tracking software in the fixed setting using the
IR markers and is then manually verified through
analysis of the eye tracker video. In the mobile setting,
the switches are manually counted at the video analysis
stage (Figure 6) since the position of the projection space
is not constrained in this setting.

In the mobile setting, the user is holding the device and can
use any projection surface at any distance or size that they
are comfortable with. The user was free to move around the
room with the device. The distance to the wall and the size
of the projection would then vary depending on user’s
movements. We did not impose any restriction on how the
user would hold the device. Nonetheless, we observed that
most users held the device in the non-dominant hand and
touched the screen with the dominant hand, while other
users held the device in both hands and used their thumbs
to touch the screen. None held the device with their
dominant hand.
Eye tracking procedure

The context switches were measured using a mobile eye
tracker: Tobii® Glasses that recorded eye movements at 30
Hz. This eye tracker is non-intrusive as it is low weight (75
grams glasses) and fully mobile so participants could roam
freely. Some InfraRed (IR) markers were positioned around
the various display spaces (in the fixed setting) to allow
automatic data mapping and help repositioning the
projected image at the same place for each participant. The
eye tracker records both a video of the scene and where the
user is looking in the scene.

Figure 6 – Snapshots from the eye tracker video
Left: User is looking at the projection.
Right: User is looking at the phone

 Completion time and number of errors in performing
each trial, including number of false positives. These are
typical measures in visual separation studies [13, 28, 29]
and allow comparing participants’ efficiency for different
experimental settings. The completion time is timed
between the start of the task to its successful completion.

Hypothesis

Based on the literature review and our preliminary
exploration of the issues, we expected display
configurations (relative positions of displays within same
or in different fields-of-view), and whether the device is
being held (mobility), to significantly affect performance
and produce visual separation effects.

 Position preferred - NASA TLX: This test assesses
subjective information on a 7-point Likert scale for
mental, physical and temporal demand; performance;
effort and frustration. We have combined this traditional
subjective workload
questionnaire with
some
personalised questions aimed at gathering user preference
data.

We presumed visual separation effects to be less important
when the screen and the projection are in the same field of
view (floor setting) than when the projection is in a
different field of view than the screen (front and side
settings). We also expected for participants to compensate
visual separation effects when holding the device since they
could themselves reconfigure the display areas adaptively.

Results

We used a repeated measures ANOVA test for the number
of context switches, completion time and number of errors.
We used the univariate ANOVA test for the NASA-TLX
results analyses with subject as a random factor.

Procedure

Twelve volunteers (5 men) aged between 24 and 35 years
old (μ=28.6) were recruited from within one of our
universities. All our participants were familiar with touchscreen technology and all had normal colour vision. We
used a within-subjects design where position and mobility
were counterbalanced across participants.

 Number of context switches: We found a main effect for
position (F(2,94)=62.817, p<0.001), pairwise post-hoc
comparison showed significant differences between the
positions: Front and Floor (p<0.001), and Side and Floor
(p<0.001) and no significant differences between Mobile
and Static conditions (F(1,95)=1.034, p>0.05). The mean
for Front and Side were respectively 20.49 and 19.62
context switches, compare to 31.41 for the Floor
conditions as shown on Figure 7 (left).

We explained the task to each participant individually. To
start a trial the user pressed the “Start” button whenever
they felt ready. There were 8 trials for each experimental
condition. Participants were also told that they should say
aloud if they pressed the wrong button in order to identify
false negatives. After the experiment, users filled out a
NASA TLX satisfaction survey.

 Task completion time and number of errors: Our findings
showed no significant difference in trial completion time
for position (F(2,94)=0.390, p>0.05) and mobility
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(F(1,95)=0.057, p>0.05), as well as no significant
difference in error-rates for the different positions
(F(2,94)=1.049, p>0.05) and mobility (F(1,95)=1.143,
p>0.05). The average error rate across all conditions was
8.9%. Figure 7 right shows the average trial completion
times across all conditions.
40

Fr

Fl

S

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0
Sta

Mob

Fr

Fl

During the experiment, participants had no problems using
a mobile dual-display device even with very heterogeneous
displays in terms of size, resolution and depth of the
displays. In a case where tasks are divided across displays,
single-device-multi-display environments can outperform
today’s single display devices. Moreover, the tasks can
make use of the different displays’ characteristics, such as
our experiment uses the phone’s screen to display a single
pattern and a keypad and the large projection space to
display a large grid of 9 patterns.

S

We conclude that mobile multi-display environments with
heterogeneous displays are a viable solution.
Sta

B. Displays should ideally be in the same field of view.

Mob

The eye tracker recorded significantly more eye context
switches in the floor condition: over 30% more than in the
other positions; whereas we found no significance in
completion time and error rate across the three positions in
both fixed and mobile settings. This important result would
have been overlooked should we have used traditional task
performance measures only.

Figure 7 – Average of context switches (left) and
average task completion time (right) for each
conditions: Fr: Front, Fl: Floor, S: Side.

 NASA TLX: We only found a significant difference in
temporal demand (“How hurried or rushed was the pace
of the task?”) for position (F(2,22)=4.086, p=0.031). Floor
is perceived as faster than Front and both are perceived
as faster than Side (means for temporal demand for Floor
is 3.67, Front is 3.83 and Side is 4.33 on a 7-point Likert
scale). For all other variables no significant effect was
found.

Our task was complex enough that participants could not
simply memorise the whole pattern and find the matching
pattern on the projection. The results show that the number
of eye context switches does not affect task performance
and that there is a higher number of context switches when
both displays are in the same field of view. This suggests
context switches are a lot cheaper to perform when both
displays are in the same field of view (Floor setting) as they
only require a simple eye movement and little or no head
and neck movements, unlike the Side and Front conditions
where participants reported discomfort. One participant
said about the Side setting: “It was very uncomfortable to
constantly turn my head during the experiment”. We also
believe that the higher number of context switches in the
Floor condition is due to the fact that context switches can
be considered as epistemic [20], using the active memory to
store the position of the geometric shapes in the pattern.
Instead of having to remember the positions in the pattern,
users could externalise their thought processes by switching
context more often. This could also explain why this setting
appeared as being faster paced to the participants.

 Position preferred. In the fixed setting, 75% of
participants chose the Front position with the remaining
participants preferring the Floor. In the mobile setting,
half of the participants preferred the Floor, 42% the Front
and 8% the Side. When asked what their favourite
position was overall, 75% favoured a mobile position
compared to a fixed one (Figure 8).
6
4
2
0

We recommend that as a default displays in MMDEs
should have the displays aligned in the same field of view.

Figure 8 – Overall preferred position for each
participant (Fr: Front, Fl: Floor, S: Side)

C. Mobility factors do not exacerbate visual separation.

Discussion

Since we found no significant difference between mobile
and static setting in terms of error rate, task completion
time or context switches, we believe that the following
mobility factors: handling, portability, projection size and
unsteadiness, have no particular effect on visual separation.

In this section, we discuss the above results on four related
themes: A. Viability of mobile MDEs, B. Dual-display
configurations, C. Substantiation of mobile uses and D.
Design implications
A. Visual separation does not impair the viability of MMDEs

Participants’ wrist and hand movements in the mobile
setting did not help compensate the effects of visual
separation. A possible reason could be that they were
already compensating for the jitter of the projection
resulting from the participants holding the device in their
hands. Since none of the participants mentioned jitter as a
problem during the experiment and in the post-study

The results of the study show that visual separation effects
did not prevent users from carrying out the task, which is
reflected through the low error rate of only 8.9% over all
tasks and conditions. This result is valid for both the static
and the mobile conditions.
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questionnaire, we conclude that they instinctively
compensated for any mobility-induced jitter effects. Our
experiment showed no more visual separation effects
between mobile and static settings, even though the
projection space and display size were varying; and since
participants showed a strong preference for the mobile
setting, the investigation of mobile scenarios is justified.

partially occluding the second display. This case is
especially likely to occur in MMDEs where there is a depth
gap between the displays as in mobile projector phones.

In the following sections, we present some design
implications for future MDEs that emerge from our
discussion in terms of type of displays, display physical
arrangements, flexibility of design and mobility.

Besides, arranging displays in the same field of view is not
trivial in a mobile environment where external factors
influence how the user holds the device and on which
surfaces content can be displayed. These external factors
range from luminosity and glare to the available projection
spaces, number of users viewing the content and the type of
information being displayed. The usage of a steerable
projection could overcome these environmental issues, as
proposed by Pinhanez [27] for static and by Cauchard et al.
[7] for mobile projection. Moreover, a steerable projection
can reduce visual separation effects in MDEs by
automatically reconfiguring the alignment of the displays
according to the context the device is used in.

Type of displays for MMDEs

Flexibility of design

Factors such as: handling, portability and unsteadiness do
not exacerbate visual separation. Although we did not
explicitly test fully mobile conditions, we anticipate that
those results are transferable to those environments.
D. Design implications

Prior research conducted in MDE suggests that displays
arranged on different planes or separated by more than 45°
angle result in lower task performance and provide negative
visual separation effects [28]. However, in our study, we
find no significant task performance differences, whether in
time completion or error rate, across the different settings.
These results show that guidelines for MDEs are not
directly applicable to MMDEs. One explanation could be
that MMDEs use a comparably small display, close to the
user compared to traditional MDEs. This shows that
although it is preferable for the user to have both displays
in the same field of view, there is more flexibility in the
alignment of displays in MMDEs than in MDEs.

Our experiment demonstrates that mobile MDEs are viable,
which includes heterogeneous dual-display solutions.
Although dual-display solutions for mobile devices are
technically possible, they are currently under-exploited by
manufacturers. Our study demonstrates that these solutions
should be envisaged more often since visual separation
effects do not present issues for carrying out activities
where tasks are distributed across displays, such as in our
experiment. This is also valid for activities wherein the user
chooses which display to use depending on application and
context needs. Those scenarios of use are consistent with
most common uses of MDEs as described by Grudin [15].
Additionally, most existing dual-display mobile devices are
designed with multiple displays of similar types, whereas
heterogeneous displays offer more potential, such as the
ability to choose where to display depending on the context
without generating negative visual separation effects.
While current usage of heterogeneous dual-display mobile
devices is often limited to one display at a time, we
encourage designers to consider exploiting both displays
simultaneously. This would also allow more flexibility in
the choice of interaction technique; such as in Chen’s ebook reader [9]

This is especially the case for applications that do not
require epistemic actions from the user, and for which the
need for rapid context switching is not crucial. For those
applications, manufacturers have more freedom to position
the projection unit wherever it best suits the device
ecology. This could result in smaller devices since the
projection unit could be placed where it fits best without
generating visual separation effects on performance. In this
case, a wide range of interaction techniques can be
supported for which displays do not need to be aligned,
such as foot interaction on the floor [7] or even shadows on
the projection [10] for any other projection setting.

Physical arrangements of displays

Our experiment shows that having both displays in the
same field of view is paramount for applications that make
use of both displays. There is evidence that users can
reduce the amount of information they have to remember
and can instead use active memory to recall information by
switching gaze between displays more frequently. This is
particularly important for applications that suffer from
heavily cluttered displays, such as map applications. This
pattern of increased context switches to alleviate cognitive
load is equally important when one display is also used to
facilitate input to the other display. For example, a
projector phone’s touch screen can be used to manipulate
content in the projected space. In this situation, the displays
must be arranged within the same field of view. When both
displays are in the same field of view, one display can be

Floor Projection

Our experimental results also illustrates that projecting on
the floor is a promising option. When a projector-phone is
held horizontally, the user can have both displays in the
same field of view by projecting on the floor. This is
especially useful for street navigation applications where
users can follow directional arrows on the floor instead of
reading a map on a small screen. Moreover, unlike a wall,
the floor is a surface that is constantly available for
projection.
However, projecting on the floor is not straightforward and
involves careful technical considerations. As is the case for
any projection surface, the floor can be uneven, as for
example on a cobbled street. There is also the issue of the
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user paying attention to the projected display only, while
being inattentive to their surroundings. This can be very
dangerous, so it is important to design a system that will
retain users’ awareness to hazards.

physical arrangements of the displays, flexibility of design
of MMDEs and mobility.
Additionally, we establish that through the use of an eye
tracker, we were able to highlight interesting differences
between different physical arrangements of displays; that
may not have been revealed with trial completion time and
accuracy alone. This further suggests that eye tracking is an
interesting way to investigate visual separation issues.

The choice of interaction technique will partially depend on
the position of the floor projection with respect to the user.
Projecting close to the user allows foot interaction or even a
full body interaction; projecting further away from the
users’ body will require indirect input such as through
buttons or sensors on the projecting mobile device. The
position of the projection can also be adapted to the user’s
pace. For example, if the person is walking, the projection
could be further away from their body [26] and move closer
when the user stops walking to allow for direct interaction.
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Mobility

In our study we find no more visual separation effects when
the device is held than when the device is fixed on a tripod.
Most current single-device-multi-display environments are
built for scenarios of use in which the device is placed on a
surface. Our study shows that various factors of mobility
are worth investigating, such as when the user is walking
while holding the device; or stopping by to obtain
contextual information about the area they are walking by;
or when using a QR-code on a poster for example. Many
contextual applications could benefit from true mobility
and new interaction paradigms could be envisaged, such as
the use of haptic while on the move.
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